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1.1 Introduction

The use of methods from machine learning to address problems in the design and mod-
elling of photonic systems has grown significantly in recent years. A number of recent
reviews have extensively covered the field of deep learning in (nano) photonics [1–7].
Here, we provide an introduction covering briefly some of the relevant background to
deep learning neural networks, followed by a number of more in-depth applications
addressing different aspects of nanophotonics research where neural networks can find
application. We describe the development of a generalized predictor network for the
evaluation of internal electromagnetic fields of nanostructures, which allows replacing
numerical simulations in forward iterative design speeding up the design process by
orders of magnitude once the network is fully trained. Next we explain the use of a
tandem neural network to predict complex scattering patterns in multiport photonic
integrated circuits as an example of neural network-enabled inverse design. Finally,
we discuss the use of neural networks in advanced and real-time data-processing, with
recent applications in optical data storage and in hyperspectral imaging.

1.2 Artificial neural networks and deep learning

Before presenting an overview of applications of deep learning to nanophotonics, we
first provide a short introduction to some of the basic concepts. Deep learning (DL)
is a sub-field of machine learning, which is itself a sub-field of artificial intelligence,
belonging to the field of computer science. In DL, deep artificial neural networks are
trained on large datasets in order to reveal complex correlations or to learn to catego-
rize the data samples. In this context, “deep” simply means that the neural networks
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1 Deep learning driven data processing, modeling, and inverse design for nanophotonics

consist of several consecutive layers of artificial neurons. How individual neurons in-
teract to form a deep artificial neural network and what are the most effective network
layouts for different tasks has become a very active and fast moving topic with many
significant developments made only in recent years, many of which were made through
open challenge competitions [8]. The capability of deep learning networks often goes
far beyond what is expected and a full understanding of how these are so effective is
yet to be developed [9]. Despite the lack of a full understanding, engineers and scien-
tists have been able to successfully apply the deep learning concepts and a wealth of
practically useful principles has been established in publicly available computational
toolkits.

1.2.1 Artificial neurons and neural networks

As illustrated in figure 1.1a, an artificial neuron is merely a mathematical function
which reproduces the behavior of a biological neuron. If the function’s input (the
stimulus) is small, the output (the activation) is also small – the neuron is inactive. If
the input exceeds an activation threshold specific to the artificial neuron, it returns a
high value as output – the neuron fires. In addition to the choice of activation function,
an artificial neuron is defined by a set of weight parameters wi (one for each input
value) as well as by the mentioned activation threshold parameter b, called “bias”.

In principle any mathematical function which shows a neuron-like behavior can be
used, however a few specific activation functions have proven particularly useful in
rendering the training of ANNs fast and robust. Many tutorials on artificial neural
networks introduce the “sigmoid” activation as first example of such a function, be-
cause of its direct analogy to the behavior of biological neurons. However, in practice,
sigmoid neurons are usually not the first choice because of what is known as the van-
ishing gradients problem, which refers to the small gradient at the outer limits of the
logistic function, where it is almost totally flat. This vanishing gradient of the logistic
function causes the learning to slow down in many situations and imposes the require-
ment of careful hyperparameter tuning and sophisticated regularization techniques. A
more robust and more generally applicable choice is the rectified linear unit (ReLU)
activation function (or its adaptations such as the leaky ReLU [10]). The ReLU func-
tion is illustrated in Fig. 1.1b. It is linear if the network inputs exceed the threshold
parameter b, otherwise it is zero:

y(x) =


0

∑
i

xiwi ≤ b∑
i

xiwi − b
∑
i

xiwi > b
(1.1)

The kink in the piece-wise definition serves as the non-linearity, while the linear scaling
in the positive region guarantees non-vanishing gradients during training also for large
neuron inputs.

From the artificial neuron, it is now only a relatively simple step to the artificial
neural network. An ANN is a mathematical function defined by a large number of
layer-wise connected artificial neurons, thus the output of a neuron in one layer is
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Figure 1.1: a) Sketch of an artificial neuron, taking as input a vector x of values xi and
returning a scalar y, its activation. b) ReLU function, a possible choice for
the neuron’s activation. c) simplistic sketch of an artificial neural network
(ANN), composed of many artificial neurons. It takes as input a vector
which feeds a set of input neurons and returns a vector y, corresponding
to the activations of a set of output neurons. d) training of an ANN: The
network parameters are adapted by moving downwards the gradients of
the loss function with respect to the network weights.

fed into the neurons of the following layer and so on, until a layer of output neurons.
Modern deep ANNs can be composed of hundreds of layers of artificial neurons and
can contain billions of inter-neuron connection weights [11]. We want to note here
that it is important to use a nonlinear activation function. Otherwise, the consec-
utive arrangement of multiple layers in a deep neural network would be pointless,
as it can be easily demonstrated that a deep neural network with linear activations
can be identically represented by a single-layer ANN. Deep networks have proven to
take tremendous advantage of the high number of successive layers in their process
of abstraction in which the successive layers decode and capture increasingly complex
correlations in the features of the input data – an advantage that would be lost using
linear activations.
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1.2.2 Training of artificial neural networks

Training of an ANN means to optimize the weights and bias parameters in order to
make the network categorize and infer meaningful information from the input data.
This is done by fitting a network on a large set of data, which implicitly contains
the solution to the target problem. For instance, a network supposed to identify the
species of animals in images will be trained on labeled images of those animals, where
the input is the actual image and the output the corresponding species name. To fit
the network and optimize its parameters, a so-called loss (or cost) function is defined,
which quantifies the error of the network on predicting a set of input samples. As
illustrated in figure 1.1d, using gradient-based optimization algorithms this loss is
then minimized for a large set of training data, where a stochastic selection of batches
of training samples in each minimization iteration avoids that the solver gets stuck
in local minima of the loss. For functions of gigantic numbers of free parameters –
like modern deep ANNs – these gradient-based methods can be used only thanks to
numerical automatic differentiation techniques. Together with the rapid development
of highly specialized computing hardware like GPUs (graphics processing units) or
TPUs (tensor processing units) in the past decades, automatic differentiation was the
key ingredient enabling the current tremendous success of deep learning.

A very common loss function is the cross entropy (CE):

LCE = − 1

Nbatch

Nbatch∑
i

ytrain,i log(ynet,i) (1.2)

Here, ynet and ytrain are the network output and the ground truth from the training
set, respectively, and the loss is calculated via summation over a batch of Nbatch

randomly chosen training samples. The CE loss provides a particularly robust training
convergence when training neural networks on classification tasks [12].

For regression tasks (for instance in physics predictor neural networks), the most
commonly used loss function is the mean square error (MSE):

LMSE =
1

Nbatch

Nbatch∑
i

∣∣∣ytrain,i − ynet,i∣∣∣2 (1.3)

The MSE represents the average quadratic error of the network predictions with respect
to the training data. Due to the quadratic scaling, the larger the deviation the faster
the MSE loss increases which helps accelerate training convergence. We note that in
specific situations, other loss functions are sometimes more appropriate, we refer the
interested reader to a relevant textbook for more background [13].

Only very recently, deep learning has been applied to countless problems across
many scientific fields with great success. In the following section we will revisit a
few applications of DL in nano-optics and nanophotonics. Specifically, we discuss two
of the main applications of DL to scientific problems. The first section deals with
data-driven physics predictor ANNs. In the second section, we discuss the solution of
complicated inverse problems via DL, for instance in the structural design of photonic
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devices or data-analysis tasks like noise-robust classification or compressive informa-
tion reconstruction from sparsely sampled data.

1.3 Ultra-fast physics predictions

Physics simulations are often computationally demanding, especially in the case of sys-
tems with low symmetry and a large number of degrees of freedom. In nanophotonics,
typical numerical simulations techniques are finite-difference time-domain (FDTD),
finite element (FEM) or surface and volume integral methods, which take between
minutes and days of computing time on state-of-the-art hardware [14, 15]. For many
applications or rapid prototyping, this computational cost is severely limiting and
hence simplified models are often used to approximate complex systems, even though
this implies large trade-offs with respect to accuracy.

Data-driven deep learning methods promise to provide ultra-fast prediction models
even in cases of highly complex photonic systems. Such a predictor is generated by
analyzing a large set of expensive simulations through the training of a neural network.
In this way, the ANN develops a phenomenological model from the implicit physics
in the simulation data. The computational effort in this approach is outsourced to
the process of the training data generation. After successful training of the ANN,
its evaluation is almost instantaneous, usually in the order of milliseconds or faster.
Such a different balance of efforts away from the specific evaluation stage and towards
the general training stage can be beneficial in a range of scenarios, including, but
not limited to, problems involving a large number of calculations or a time critical
response.

It has been shown that various effects and properties in nanophotonic devices can
indeed be predicted by deep ANNs. For instance, gratings or metasurfaces [16–18],
waveguides [19], integrated power-splitters or other photonic devices [20, 21] but also
the entire image formation in microscopes [22] have been successfully addressed using
deep ANNs. Recent works on nanophotonics predictor networks have demonstrated
that go much further than prediction of physical observables. By describing the pre-
dicted effects in a physical model description one can improve the fidelity of the ANNs
and additionally provide insight in physical mechanisms that lead to the predicted
effects. It has been demonstrated for example that instead of directly predicting the
reflectivity of a grating, a neural network which predicts the optical response in a
multi-oscillator model outperforms the direct prediction and is particularly strong in
extrapolating outside the range of the training data [16].

A further recent concept for physics prediction is formed by so-called “physics in-
formed neural networks” (PINNs), which do not rely on simulations for training. In-
stead, a loss function based on the partial differential equation (PDE) of a physical
theory is implemented symbolically in the deep learning toolkit. This can be used to
quantify the error of the network’s output with respect to the PDE solution without
the requirement of data. Using the automatic differentiation capabilities of modern
deep learning toolkits, the physics PDEs can be numerically evaluated very efficiently
and a network can be trained directly on their solution. This has been proven to allow
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extremely precise ANNs with very low prediction errors, on problems in, for example,
heat diffusion, fluid mechanics or seismology [23–26]. However, since the training di-
rectly implements the PDEs, the solution is limited to the PDE, which may not yield
the measured physical observable. In addition, the boundary conditions are gener-
ally fixed which means that each configuration or geometry requires training of a new
model [26]. This obviously limits the flexibility of PINNs quite drastically. Efforts to
overcome this limitation are so far usually accompanied by a significant reduction of
the network accuracy [27], which is why, in situations close to real-life applications,
simulations-based ANNs are typically used.

1.3.1 Specialized physics predictors: Fully connected vs.
convolutional ANNs

Leaving aside PINNs, in most implementations of physics predictor networks the ANN
is trained on a selected physical observable. Examples are transmission and/or reflec-
tion spectra of metasurfaces [28–30], power-splitting ratios in photonic devices [20] or
extinction cross sections of nanoparticles [31]. This approach has been exhaustively
applied to various optical properties of nanophotonics systems [2,4,6,7]. In general, the
more specific a physics problem is, the better a neural network can learn its prediction.

In many works, so-called fully connected neural networks (FCNNs) are used, in
which abstract geometrical parameters like sizes, positions or numerated materials are
used as input to the network. However, since the publication of the so-called “AlexNet”
in 2012 [32], convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have attracted tremendous atten-
tion and have proven to outperform FCNNs on virtually any task. Unlike FCNNs,
CNNs take as inputs higher-dimensional data. The most common form, for instance,
is the 2D-CNN which takes images as input. Instead of connecting every input value
to every neuron like in the case of FCNNs, only the convolutional kernels of the CNN
consist of artificial neurons that are subject to learning. In consequence, CNNs usually
have far lower numbers of neuron-connections and thus lesser free parameters. This en-
ables very deep network layouts, consisting of up to several hundred layers of neurons.
Enabling very deep network designs is the main reason for the superior performance of
CNNs. Additionally, the image-like representation of the input data is often more eas-
ily understood by an ANN – compared to abstract geometric parameters, which need
to be decoded additionally before the ANN can start to do the physics interpretation.
Furthermore, CNNs implicitly learn translational invariance – hence the fact that an
image shifted by a few pixels still represents the same image. This is not the case in
FCNNs, where it needs to be learned, resulting in the requirement of larger training
sets.

In order to demonstrate the performance difference between FCNNs and CNNs, we
develop here a simple toy problem, aimed at predicting the extinction cross section
spectra of silicon nanostructures under linear polarization plane wave illumination.
As illustrated on the left in figure 1.2a, the nanostructures are composed of 2 or 3
silicon cuboids of lengths li and widths wi, both varying between 120 nm and 400 nm,
and placed at positions (xi, yi) on a 2 × 2 µm2 large area. The sizes and positions
are discretized by steps of 40 nm to allow a simple 2D representation in the CNN.
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Figure 1.2: a) Sketch of the extinction cross section predictor neural network. The
geometry of a dielectric nano-structure composed of multiple cuboids of
size (wi, li) (fixed height) and positions on a plane (xi, yi) is fed into an
ANN which returns the optical extinction spectra for X- and Y -polarized
plane wave illumination under normal incidence. b) fully connected neural
network with ≈ 1.5 million free parameters, taking as input the geometrical
design parameters and c) its training convergence. d) convolutional neural
network with also ≈ 1.5 million free parameters, taking as input the top-
view image of the geometry and e) its training convergence.

The height is set constant to h = 160 nm and overlapping cuboids are fused. For
the training set, we generate 10000 random cuboids of which we use 9000 for training
and 1000 for validation and benchmarking. We simulate the extinction spectra using
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Figure 1.3: Comparison of simulations (solid lines) and neural-network predicted ex-
tinction cross sections for random nanostructures. Cross markers corre-
spond to the FCNN predicted extinction, filled circular markers to the
CNN. Blue and orange curves show the response for X, respectively Y
polarized illumination (plane wave at normal incidence). Insets show the
top view of the respective geometries on 2× 2µm2 large areas.

our homemade toolkit “pyGDM” [33]. Our benchmark problem consists of predicting
the optical extinction spectra simultaneously for X and Y polarized illumination, as
illustrated in figure 1.2a. Using these data, we now compare the FCNN with the CNN
network architecture. We design the two ANNs such that they are composed of an
approximately identical number of artificial neurons (≈ 1.5 million fitting parameters
each). We use leaky ReLU activations in all layers except for the output layer which
is linear. Furthermore, to avoid overfitting and to accelerate the training convergence,
we apply batch normalization after each layer [34]. The spectral reconstruction parts
(“1D decoder” in figure 1.2) are also identical in both cases and are composed of a 1D
convolutional ResNet. We thus evaluate only the impact of different network layouts
in the “information extraction” part of the ANNs. This is the region following the
input layer, trying to “understand” the meaning of the input data.

The first architecture, the FCNN (figure 1.2b), takes as input the positions (xi, yi)
and sizes (wi, li) of four silicon blocks. If a block is not present, the according param-
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FCNN CNN FCNN CNN

X polarization Y polarization

Figure 1.4: Statistics of the network predictions on 1000 random structures which were
not included in the training set for X (left) and Y polarization (right). The
red highlighted box plots are the statistics for the fully connected network,
the blue highlighting corresponds to the convolutional neural network.

eters are set to −1, so the network can learn that a negative block size means actually
“no block”. Note that we normalize all input and output data to a range between 0
and 1. Following the 3×4 = 12 input neurons, the main part of the FCNN is composed
of 5 dense layers, each of which is 512 neurons large. The last of these dense layers
is connected to the 1D CNN spectra decoder. The training convergence is shown in
figure 1.2c.

The convolutional network takes as input a 2D array which is, in our case, the
discretized top-view of the nanostructure on a 50 × 50 grid with 40 nm stepsize (see
left of figure 1.2d). The CNN is composed of four residual blocks (Res-blocks) each
implementing 3 consecutive convolutional layers of 16, 32, 64 and 128 kernels and a
skip-connection through an additional convolution [35]. After each of the first three
Res-blocks, we perform a 2 × 2 max pooling to reduce the input data from 50 × 50
down to 6 × 6, before injection into the upsampling 1D-CNN decoder. The training
convergence is shown in figure 1.2e. We observe that the CNN converges faster and to
lower loss values compared to the FCNN.

Note that with approximately the same number of artificial neurons, the CNN can
implement 4 × 4 = 16 convolutional layers, against 5 dense layers in the FCNN. In-
creasing the number of layers in the FCNN while reducing the number of neurons in
each layer does actually deteriorate its performance. This trend suggests that increas-
ing the depth of the FCNN beyond a certain point results in a reduced efficiency of
learning, which is a known problem in FCNNs. The skip-connections in the Res-blocks
avoid this problem and allow the training of very deep architectures [35].

Figure 1.3 shows 6 random examples of predictions from the FCNN (cross mark-
ers), the CNN (dot markers) and the corresponding full-field simulation (solid lines).
X and Y polarization are shown in the top (blue lines) and bottom panels (orange
lines), respectively. The top view of the nanostructure is shown in the insets in the Y -
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Figure 1.5: Simplified scheme of the generalized nano-optics predictor network con-
cept. A 3D fully convolutional U-Net takes as input a volumetric dis-
cretized representation of a nanostructure of arbitrary shape. It returns
6 channels of the same dimensionality as the input, predicting real and
imaginary part of Ex, Ey and Ez inside the nanostructure. The internal
fields can be used in the framework of a coupled dipole approximation to
calculate basically all possible near- and far-field effects.

polarization subplots. First of all, we find that both ANNs provide good predictions for
the multi-cube nanostructures. However, the predictions of the CNN are consistently
slightly closer to the numerical simulation. Figure 1.4 shows a boxplot containing
statistics of the predictions of 1000 random nanostructures, from the FCNN (red high-
lighted) and from the CNN (blue highlighted). The statistics confirm the globally
better performance of the CNN. Interestingly the FCNN tends to underestimate the
extinction, while the error of the CNN is centered around zero.

1.3.2 Generalized nanophotonics predictor network

As discussed above, artificial neural networks are used in many recent examples as
surrogate models to predict specific physical quantities such as the optical extinction
in the above example, nearfield enhancements [36], or the reflectance or transmittance
of metamaterials [28]. Recently we demonstrated how a more generalized predictor
network can work [37]. When the interaction of light with a nanostructure is nu-
merically described in a coupled dipole approximation, the volume of the structure is
discretized on a regular grid of which each meshpoint is considered to interact with
electromagnetic fields like an oscillating dipole [38]. In this approximation, once the
electric field inside the discretized structure is known, so is the dipole moment of each
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Figure 1.6: Vanilla CNN vs. U-Net illustrated by the example of near-field prediction
for a plasmonic nano-rod. The gold rod of 400 × 60 × 60 nm3 size is in
air on a glass substrate (ns = 1.45), illuminated by an X-polarized plane
wave of λ0 = 700 nm. Simulation and predictions show the electric field
intensity on a cross-cut through the rod center, parallel to the XY plane.
In comparison to the vanilla CNN, the short-cut connections in the U-Net
allow the network to bypass the information about the geometric shape
around the network’s bottleneck layer. This helps significantly in the cor-
rect reconstruction of the sharp rod borders and in consequence leads to a
far better prediction of electric field hot-spots in the close nearfield.

discretization meshcell. Because the electromagnetic emission behavior of an oscillat-
ing dipole is perfectly known, the electromagnetic field at any position in space can
be calculated from the distribution of oscillating dipole moments [39, 40]. This allows
the calculation of, for example, electric [39] and magnetic near-fields [41], the far-field
radiation pattern [42], a multipole decomposition of the optical response [43], optical
forces [44], optically induced heat generation [45] or the dynamic charge distribution
in plasmonic nanostructures [46]. The method can also be generalized to periodic
structures [47,48]

An artificial neural network capable of approximating the discretized internal electric
field of a nanostructure upon interaction with light represents therefore a generalized
nano-optics predictor, since the fields inside can be used to obtain the effective dipole
moments of the cells of a discretization grid. This concept is illustrated in figure 1.5 and
is realized in Ref. [37] by a three-dimensional fully convolutional U-Net [49] consisting
of residual blocks. The U-Net concept includes shortcut connections between the
downscaling and upsampling residual blocks, which allow to bypass high-resolution
spatial information around the bottleneck in the center of the network. U-Nets are
therefore often applied in image segmentation [49]. As illustrated in figure 1.6, they
are beneficial for the electromagnetic field prediction, helping to accurately reconstruct
the sharp borders of the nanostructure geometry, which improves for instance the
prediction of strongly localized near-field hot-spots.

The generalized predictor achieves accuracies of a few percent on various derived
physical observables such as near-field intensities, scattering cross section or scatter-
ing polarization state [37]. However, a similarly complex neural network explicitly
trained on a specific observable instead of the complex internal fields will most likely
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outperform the generalized predictor network in terms of accuracy. This is, on the
one hand, a result of the error propagation when calculating a physical effect based
on the predicted internal field distribution. On the other hand it is due to the trend
in deep learning that highly specialized ANNs perform better than networks trained
on more general problems [12]. However, the slightly worsened accuracy comes with
a tremendous gain in flexibility and, in many cases, an error of a few percent is still
tolerable. In particular, for complicated inverse design problems, a perfect accuracy of
the prediction might not be of the highest importance as long as the method is capable
of finding a close-to-optimal solution.

1.4 Photonics inverse design

Applications of the deep-learning driven inverse design to nanophotonics have recently
received a great deal of attention. Inverse design – the problem of finding a nanopho-
tonics device or structure which implements a specific user-defined functionality –
is a highly difficult problem. The most prominent challenge is that the solution
to an inverse problem is generally not unique. This means, for instance, that sev-
eral configurations or nanostructures can lead to the same optical response. Because
the problems are usually ill-posed, analytical methods fail in their solution, which is
why deep learning is currently receiving immense attention, since it is capable to ap-
proach these problems efficiently. Applications of ANN inverse design in nanophotonics
range from individual nanostructure geometries [31,50,51] over metasurface inverse de-
sign [17,52–55] to the design of photonics devices such as waveguides, gratings, grating
couplers, power-splitters, periodic arrays, etc. [21, 56–59].

1.4.1 Predictor network as a surrogate model for optimization

Two distinct approaches for deep learning inverse design can be discerned. The first
technique is based on exploiting the extremely fast evaluation speed of physics pre-
dictor neural networks, which usually offer accelerations of many orders of magnitude
compared to numerical physics simulations.

The ultra-fast physics predictor ANN is coupled to a global optimizer such as evo-
lutionary optimization (EO) or genetic algorithms [56,58]. In principle, this technique
can employ all common global optimization methods [60] while gaining tremendous
acceleration through the ANN surrogate model. A practical advantage of the sur-
rogate model optimization approach is the possibility to replace the neural network
predictor by the full numerical simulations for occasional verifications of intermediate
solutions and / or once the ANN-accelerated optimization has converged [61]. In this
way, the ANN serves as a rapid tool to find a good initial guess while the slow con-
ventional simulations methods lead to the very optimum solution. Another approach
to deal with the approximate character of the ANN predictions has been proposed by
Jiang et al. with the “GloNET” model [57]. The GloNET is directly trained using a
physics-simulation based loss function where the gradients for error backpropagation
in ANN training are obtained by adjoint simulations. Therefore the method requires
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Figure 1.7: a) scheme of coupling a physics predictor neural network to an evolutionary
optimization algorithm for inverse design of photonic structures. Using the
generalized nanophotonics predictor, arbitrary nanophotonic target effects
can be optimized without re-training of the neural network. b) example of
an inverse designed plasmonic gold nanostructure for conversion from X- to
Y -polarized field, using the generalized predictor network for internal field
approximation. The polarization conversion is then calculated in a second
step from the internal field distribution. c) example of the design of a
silicon nanostructure for magnetic field intensity maximization. The black
cross indicates the target position. Again the internal fields are obtained
by the generalized predictor during optimization, and the magnetic field
intensity is then derived from this prediction.
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no pre-simulated dataset and the ANN training procedure corresponds instead to the
iterative optimization process during which the numerical simulations are executed
on-the-fly. On the other hand, this means that each inverse design requires a full
training run. However, the GloNET implicitly optimizes its design strategy for each
given problem during network training and therefore converges with less simulation
evaluations compared to other heuristic optimizers. We note that recently Jiang et
al. demonstrated that a multi-objective description of the problem can be used to
generalize the GloNET concept to solve a broader spectrum of problems concurrently
in a single training sequence [62].

In addition to the problem of introducing approximation errors by the use of surro-
gate ANN models, most physics predictor neural networks are highly specialized on a
specific physical effect (see section 1.3.1). In nanophotonics, the generalized predictor
ANN [37] can be used as a flexible alternative to training separate neural networks for
each design target. As illustrated in figure 1.7a, in combination with a global optimizer
like EO, the generalized predictor is used as a simulation surrogate where its prediction
of the photonic nanostructure’s internal field distribution is used in an intermediate
step to calculate the actual target physical observable. While the approach introduces
a numerically slower post-processing step of the internal fields, the slowest part – the
main physics simulation – is still replaced by the ultra-fast ANN model, allowing to-
tal accelerations of a factor of 20-30. Most importantly, the generalized predictor is
highly versatile and can be used without re-training for the inverse design of countless
nano-optics functionalities.

Example: Polarization conversion maximization

As a first demonstration, we derive the polarization state of scattered light in the far-
field from the generalized predictor model of a gold nanostructure. The wavelength
of the plane wave illumination is λ0 = 700 nm and the polarization is linear along X
under normal incidence. We feed the polarization state into an evolutionary optimiza-
tion algorithm (for details on the optimization see Ref. [42]) with the goal to maximize
the ratio of the Y -polarized electric field component over the X-polarized component.
Consequently, we aim to obtain a plasmonic nanostructure with a high polarization
conversion ratio. Figure 1.7b shows the optimized gold nanostructure after 200 EO
iterations of a population of 50 structures. The ANN-driven optimization found an ar-
rangement of L-shape type nanostructures, which corresponds to the type of structures
commonly used for plasmonic polarization conversion applications [63–65]. When com-
paring the optical nearfield in and around the gold structure (Fig. 1.7b center panels),
we observe that the geometry introduces indeed a conversion of the X-aligned incident
linear polarization into a Y -oriented field of significant amplitude. The right panels
of Fig. 1.7b show that this Y component is also effectively radiated to the far-field,
leading to an elliptic polarization with a polarization angle of approximately 45◦ (in
the polar plots 90◦ correspond to the Y direction). However, we observe a quite large
quantitative error in the optimization target, which is derived from the ANN predic-
tion. While the ANN-based optimizer found a Y/X polarization ratio of around 1.5,
the full-field simulation of the final structure reveals that the true Y/X ratio is in fact
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only around 0.7. This quite large discrepancy is probably a result of a disadvantageous
error propagation in this specific case. Nevertheless, the general trend is correct and
the structure may serve at least as a very good initial guess either for simulation-based
optimization or for manual tuning of the geometry.

Example: Maximize magnetic near-field

As a second example, we aim to find a silicon nanostructure that maximizes the mag-
netic near-field intensity 50 nm above its top surface. The magnetic near-field can
be obtained from the internal electric field using the according dyadic Green’s ten-
sors [41, 66]. We use again the generalized predictor network which approximates the
internal field distribution inside the nanostructure, which now serves to derive the H-
field intensity at a fixed location. The illumination is again an X-polarized, normally
incident plane wave of wavelength λ0 = 700 nm. The ANN-driven EO algorithm finds
a nanostructure that does induce a magnetic near-field hotspot at the target position
(see Fig. 1.7c). Again the numerical simulation confirms, in general, the optimiza-
tion result, however with some discrepancy of |H|2/|H0|2 ≈ 14 vs |H|2/|H0|2 ≈ 19.
Still, the found enhancement is comparable to formerly reported values in optimized
nanostructures [67].

The reason why both examples display discrepancies of far more than the average
5% error of the generalized predictor network [37] is not only a result of unfortunate
error enhancement during the calculation of derived physics observables. A key role is
played by the optimization itself. It is important in this context to realize that the 5%
ANN error is the statistical average, there are many cases in which the ANN error is
significantly higher. The optimization algorithm naturally tries to push the structures
to the limits of the parameter space, when it maximizes a response. Typically in these
regions, the prediction error is higher than average. Therefore, the optimization results
need to be validated with particular care. We note that the problem can be alleviated
at the cost of additional computational expense by occasionally performing regular
full-field simulations in the evaluation step of the EO algorithm [61].

Despite the undeniable drawback of limited accuracy, the flexibility of the gener-
alized predictor-based optimization can be very useful for rapid prototyping and, in
particular, for the inverse design of multi-functional nanostructures, which optimize
several physical effects at a time. Without any re-training or re-calculation of training
data, the approach can be directly applied to any physical observable as well as on
multi-objective optimization problems by formulating the problem accordingly and by
using appropriate global optimization algorithms [68].

1.4.2 Direct inverse design networks

The inverse design using ultra-fast physics predictor ANNs as surrogate models for
computationally expensive simulations requires countless evaluations of the predictor
and coupling to a complex optimization algorithm. Furthermore, the “no free lunch”
theorem for optimization states that the choice of the optimizer algorithm can be a
crucial component in the workflow and can drastically limit the performance of the
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neural network implementation. b) The tandem neural network layout as
a typical approach to solve the one to many problem. Rather than using
the design geometry, it is based on a loss function of the physical response,
predicted by a pre-trained forward network.

method [69]. Thus, while straightforward to implement, the ANN+EO technique
is computationally not fully optimized. A very exciting other approach using deep
learning is offered by the possibility of training a neural network directly on solving
the inverse problem, without detour via an iterative approach. This potential of ANNs
for direct inverse design is in part responsible for the great attention which is currently
placed upon artificial intelligence applications in various scientific fields.

However, the direct inversion using a naive network implementation works only on
very simple problems, where for each design target only a single solution exists. A
few such examples have been reported in the literature [20, 70], however these cannot
be adapted to even slightly more complicated problems or design models. The reason
why in general the training of a standard neural network on the inverse problem is
not working without more sophisticated techniques is that inverse design problems
are typically so-called one to many problems, hence several different designs exist
that yield the desired effect [71]. This is illustrated in figure 1.8a, where the y-axis
indicates the design target (i.e. a physical observable) and the x-axis corresponds
to the design parameter (like a geometrical configuration). Generally, several design
parameters can yield the same physical response of the system, thus the problem
is non-unique. Training an ANN directly on such problems yields unstable training
convergence because the loss function is not well defined as it can take both, small
and large values for the same inverse design target, depending on the training data-
sample [72].

The main challenge is therefore to stabilize training in cases of non-unique problems.
Several approaches have been suggested to this end. One of the most frequently used
concepts is the so-called tandem neural network [17, 72, 73], which is schematized in
figure 1.8b. In this architecture, a forward solver is trained in a first step, which
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predicts the inverse design target from the design. This is a well-defined problem with
unique solutions. In the second step, the inverse network is trained, but rather than
using the inverse design geometry in comparison with the training data to calculate
the training loss, the inverse design ANN is trained using the physical response for
the loss function. To assess the physical response of the network’s inverse design
suggestion, the pre-trained forward network is used as a surrogate model. Usually,
the pre-trained network is fixed and not subject to training during the second step,
but it has been shown that it is also possible to train forward and inverse networks
simultaneously [28,31].

While we will not go into detail, we still want to mention that several further net-
work architectures exist to approach one to many problems, such as nanophotonics
inverse design. Using so-called mixture density or probability density networks which
return probability distributions of the design parameters, different possible designs
that lead to the same response can be predicted simultaneously [74, 75]. Conditional
autoencoders (cAEs) or conditional generative adversarial neural networks (cGANs)
add additional degrees of freedom, the so-called latent variables, to the target response
(the “condition”), to render each non-unique solution different. In contrast to the su-
pervised part of the data (the “condition”, for which training data exists), the latent
variables are trained in an unsupervised manner (hence are “freely chosen” by the
optimizer during training). This effectively transforms the one to many problem into
a well-defined, unambiguous problem [76–78]. A similar approach has been demon-
strated using invertible neural networks which learn the forward and inverse problems
concurrently [79].

1.4.3 Optimizing inverse design performance

While deep learning-based inverse design offers tremendous advantages in terms of
computation speed, the quality of the structures obtained by inverse design is so far
often not ideal. As already discussed above (see section 1.4.1), this can be a result of
various problems such as convergence to a point of low accuracy in the ANN represen-
tation or singular points in the neural network, but also convergence problems in the
simulations used to generate the training data will play a role. Important efforts are
therefore spent to develop techniques that improve the inverse design fidelity of deep
learning approaches.

In the following section we want to illustrate some of these approaches on the specific
example of photonic device inverse design via a tandem neural network. We aim to
design a multi-mode interference device (MMI) which routes light from one or multiple
inputs to several outputs. Here we will illustrate the techniques for inverse design
improvement on the most simple example of a 1x2 MMI (one input, two outputs,
see figure 1.9a). The MMI is patterned with etched holes of 750 × 750 nm2. Using
appropriate patterns of these perturbations, the light routing behavior of the MMI can
be controlled. We want to note that an important advantage of tandem neural network
inverse design is its inherent capability to treat multi-objective problems. Without any
major modification, the same ANN approach used for the single-objective 1x2 MMI
design can be applied to the inverse design of, for instance, 3×3 MMIs (3 inputs and
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Figure 1.9: MMI inverse design via tandem neural network. a) 1x2 MMI model with
etched holes as perturbations to control light routing. b) A more complex
3x3 MMI model with optically induced perturbations to control the light
flow [80]. c) The tandem network layout used to inverse design MMI per-
turbation patterns that achieve specific light routing control. A pre-trained
forward network predicts the light routing of MMI patterns which is used
to calculate an unambiguous loss function, capable of effectively training
the inverse ANN.

3 outputs, see figure 1.9b). In the latter case three possible input states need to be
optimized concurrently, for details see Ref. [80].

In order to find perturbation patterns that control the light-flow through the MMI
in a desired way, we use the tandem network shown in figure 1.9c. A pre-trained for-
ward network (green box) predicts the light routing of an MMI patterns, this physical
attribute of the MMI is used to calculate an unambiguous loss function, capable of
effectively training the inverse ANN. Furthermore, we also add a loss which compares
input and output geometry with a small weight of 1:50 compared to the pre-trained
ANN loss. This pattern-loss teaches the network to favor the specific solution given by
the training data, since during training we can be certain that the simulated sample
represents the exact optimum. Finally, we add another 1:50 weighted loss, the Kull-
back–Leibler divergence (KL-loss). This makes the inverse network a “variational”
generator, and ensures that the compressed latent representation of the physical re-
sponse in the generator is following a standard distribution, and hence physically
similar responses are clustered in the latent space. We will not go more into detail
about the network itself at this point, so for all network and training details please see
Ref. [80].
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Optimizing the network layout

In general, the optimization of a network layout is relatively straightforward. Usually,
one should follow the design guidelines of recent literature. In our case, we choose a
fully convolutional ANN over a dense network since the representation is more natural
and it allows to train a deeper network. We use batch normalization instead of dropout
for regularization and use leaky ReLU activiations throughout the network except
for the output layers for which we use sigmoid functions. We do the latter because
both networks (MMI inverse design ANN and forward predictor) yield data in well-
defined ranges: the binary perturbation pattern has values of either 0 or 1 and the
physics predictor network returns the electric field intensity profile across the output
waveguides, which is normalized to the input field and hence cannot exceed one or
become negative. By using sigmoid neurons, the network is restricted to the range
between 0 and 1 of physically possible results, which facilitates the training procedure.

Once an architecture like our tandem network is chosen and implemented, configu-
ration parameters are manually tried until training starts converging. From this first
rough network design, the most crucial parameters like the number of layers and ker-
nels or the learning rate can be tested and optimized systematically, for instance, via
a grid scan, but even simple manual testing often leads to a satisfying performance.

Quality of the initial dataset

Much more important than fine-optimizing the ANN hyperparameters, in many cases,
is the quality of the training data [7]. In our example of designing MMI perturbation
patterns for controlled light routing, we found that a dataset of purely randomized
patterns contains very few devices with significant splitting ratios. In other words,
MMIs that route the light specifically towards one output port. In fact, random
patterns mostly lead to high losses due to scattering out of the device. Consequently,
the ANN trained on a purely random dataset learns to predict the low transmission
and weak splitting ratios of those patterns but fails on the prediction and inverse
design of “useful” MMIs. A neural network that is supposed to inverse design actual
light routing devices requires training data containing suitable examples.

To solve this issue with the ANNs in our patterned MMI design, we use a random-
ized, iterative optimization scheme in order to generate a large variety of patterns that
contain mainly MMIs with high splitting ratios. To this end, we first define a fitness
function that is maximum if the target transmission values are met at all ports, as
illustrated in the top plots of figure 1.10. Fig 1.10a shows the fitness function as a
function of the two output transmission values when light routing towards the top
port is targeted. Fig 1.10b shows the case of a target splitting ratio of 22:68. After
generating a random set of target transmission values for each output port, perturba-
tions are iteratively added at random positions and the MMI is simulated after each
new perturbation is added. If a perturbation leads to a higher fitness value, hence an
improvement in the optimized pattern, it is kept. If the pixel does not improve the
fitness value, it is discarded. We continue adding perturbations either until no further
improvement can be made after testing each available position or until a defined maxi-
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Figure 1.10: Example of initial dataset generation for optimizing coupling to a) a single
output port and b) a specific target splitting ratio, R. The top section
shows the iterative perturbation pattern optimization process using an
aperiodic Fourier Modal Method model. The colored circles indicate the
FDTD simulated patterns below, which show the respective perturbation
pattern and its corresponding electric field amplitude distribution map as
well as the output intensity profile (right columns) [80].

mum number of perturbations is reached. The positions of the consecutively improved
patterns in the fitness landscape are shown in the respective top plots of Fig. 1.10
along a black line. Selected MMI patterns and their respective absolute electric field
amplitude are shown below the optimization space in Fig. 1.10 and are indicated by
their frame color in the fitness plots.

Using this optimized set of training data, the ANN finally does learn to correctly
predict low-loss and arbitrary splitting ratio MMI devices. This shows that high-
quality data is probably the most important ingredient, which holds for most deep
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sign network. a) Scheme of the iterative training procedure, where the
inverse design network is used to generate new samples which are be-
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transmittance error between the ANNs and simulations for the consecu-
tive data-generation iterations, evaluated using a fixed test dataset. b)
Forward network error from prediction against simulation. c) Generator
network error of design-targets against simulations of inverse-designed
patterns.

learning applications.

Iterative training

When benchmarking the ANNs which are trained on the initial dataset described
above, we obtain errors in the order of 5% for the forward network and 8 − 10% for
inverse-designed MMIs. While this means that the method works in principle, it is
still far from ideal to concede such large error margins. A closer inspection of the
predictions reveals that the network underestimates scattering losses in many cases
and that the inverse design ANN often suggests patterns that barely transmit any
light. This is a symptom of having over-optimized the training dataset. It contains
almost no lossy or truly random patterns, hence the network assumes that every MMI
has high overall transmission.

A possible approach to improve the performance of inverse design neural networks
is to iteratively generate more training data by re-simulating designs produced by the
generator ANN, appending those samples to the data and by subsequently retraining
the network on the enriched dataset [80,81]. In this way, the network is trained on the
correct simulations of formerly incorrect predictions. A scheme of the concept is shown
in figure 1.11a. Fig. 1.11b and 1.11c show the improvement of the forward and inverse
network, respectively, over 5 iterations of training data generation. The iterative
process helps considerably to improve the prediction accuracies for the forward as well
as for the inverse design network. The high remaining inverse design error for targets
with 100% total transmission (blue bars in Fig. 1.11c) can be explained by the physical
impossibility of reaching lossless transmission with the chosen MMI model.
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We note that it has been recently demonstrated that a progressively growing neural
network layout complexity together with iterative training-data generation can boost
accuracies even further [82].

Post-processing

Depending on the inverse design problem, post-processing of the ANN output may be
necessary. Since the neural network requires differentiable neuron activation functions,
we naturally obtain a greyscale image of the inverse design MMI perturbation maps
(as shown in the top panel of figure 1.12a). Since, in our case, the perturbations are
binary (hole or no hole), these greyscale images need to be converted into patterns of
zeros and ones. Hence the application of a threshold step is necessary, which raises the
question of how to choose the best possible threshold. As shown in figure 1.12a, the
wrong threshold can have a significant impact on the performance of the device. We
also see that low threshold values are usually a good choice, since the pattern already
has a high contrast. This is a consequence of our choice of sigmoid activations for the
output layer of the ANN, which helps to increase the contrast and therefore reduces
the impact of the threshold over a relatively large range, as shown in figure 1.12b (blue
line).

We note that instead of a fixed threshold, it is possible to use the pre-trained forward
network to test MMI patterns for several threshold values. In that way, it is possible
to dynamically determine the best threshold value for each single inverse design [80].

1.5 Advanced data-processing for photonics applications

In this final section, we want to provide a brief insight into another important appli-
cation of deep learning in nanophotonics, namely the analysis and interpretation of
complex data. Deep learning data analysis can be applied to experimental results as
well as on numerical simulations. Results from simulations are often equally difficult to
analyze or interpret, for which deep learning based methods have emerged as promis-
ing tool. For instance, dimensionality reduction techniques have recently been used
for knowledge discovery from simulated data [83–85]. However, we want to present
here briefly two examples of ML for the analysis of experimental data.

1.5.1 Optical data storage below the diffraction limit

As first example, we discuss an application of ANNs for the recognition and classifi-
cation of experimental optical spectra from individual nanostructures. The goal is to
retrieve digital information, encoded in bar-code-shaped silicon nanostructures [86]. In
contrast to conventional optical storage, where a single bit of information (0 or 1) is en-
coded in a diffraction limited area, the silicon nanostructures of the size of a diffraction
limited focused spot are designed such that they encode several bits of information in
their geometry. This is illustrated on the left of figure 1.13. The structures are further-
more designed such that under polarized illumination, each nanostructure representing
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Figure 1.12: Example of the effect of perturbation acceptance threshold on the in-
verse design pattern. a) The predicted perturbation patterns (left col-
umn), the forward network predicted intensity profiles (central column)
and the residuals between the prediction and target (right column) for
a selection of different perturbation acceptance threshold values. The
target intensity splitting was set to 80% and 10% in channels 1 and 2.
b) The sum of squared residuals between the prediction and target for
acceptance threshold values between 0.10 and 1.00 in steps of 0.01 and
the corresponding number of predicted perturbations. The orange dashed
line represents the maximum number of perturbations considered in the
initial training dataset.

a certain bit-sequence scatters visible light with a unique spectral signature. Through
an analysis of the scattering spectrum, the information can in principle be retrieved
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Figure 1.13: By structuring diffraction-limit sized silicon nanostructures in the il-
lustrated bar-code like way, the optical scattering spectra of each bit-
sequence encoding geometry can be rendered unique (using illumination of
linear polarization). Training an neural network on experimental data for
the classification of the spectra according to the respective bit-sequences,
noise-robust read-out of ultra-high data densities can be enabled.

even though the individual bits of information are packed on an area smaller than
the optical diffraction limit. However, in a realistic implementation, measurements
are noisy (see illustration on the right in figure 1.13). Moreover, the nanostructures
cannot be fabricated with infinite precision and hence will possess a certain amount of
defects. Therefore the scattering spectra will be deteriorated and especially in the case
of high information densities, error-tolerant data retrieval will be very challenging. We
have demonstrated recently, that an artificial neural network can be trained on the
recognition of noisy scattering spectra and is capable of retrieving almost error-free
at least 9 bits of information encoded per diffraction limited area – it is hence able
to distinguish 512 possible geometries from noisy experimental spectra. By training
the network on a set of actual measurements, the ANN implicitly learns to deal with
the experimental noise and with spectral fluctuations due to geometric variations. For
more information on the explicit geometry design, the neural network architecture and
detailed benchmarks, we refer the reader to our former publication [86].

1.5.2 Speckle reconstruction for real-time hyperspectral imaging

As a second example, we discuss the ultra-fast deconstruction of optical speckle pat-
terns, enabling real-time hyperspectral imaging through a bundle of multimode fibers.
The concept is illustrated in figure 1.14a. A light source is spectrally filtered (here by
an acousto-optical tunable filter, AOTF), then an intensity-mode spatial light mod-
ulator (SLM) is used to project an image (or a video) using the light. The video is
projected onto the input of a multicore, multimode fiber bundle (MCMMF) at a small
angle (here 4◦), and the light propagated from the output of the MCMMF is projected
on a CMOS camera. The fiber outputs of the MCMMF form a mosaic of the origi-
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Figure 1.14: a) Scheme of the experimental setup for speckle-based hyperspectral
imaging. A broadband supercontinuum laser is spectrally filtered by an
acousto-optical tunable filter (AOTF). Subsequently, a spatial light mod-
ulator (SLM) is used for image generation. The light is then focused on
a slightly tilted multi-core, multimode fiber (MCMMF), which serves as
imaging system. Each fiber core of the bundle represents a pixel of the
image, and the speckle pattern produced by each fiber encodes the spec-
tral information. The speckles are finally deconstructed by an artificial
neural network. b) Demonstration of real-time hyperspectral video re-
construction via DL. A video is projected on the fiber bundle, the filtered
wavelength is changed by the AOTF during playback. Top: Original
video frames. Bottom: Temporal evolution of the spectral reconstruc-
tions of three wavelength channels of the approx. 2700 fiber cores of
the MCMMF. a) adapted from [87], copyright (2019) Optical Society of
America.

nal image which is overlayed with a characteristic speckle pattern for each fiber. The
speckle patterns generated by the fibers are deterministic and wavelength dependent
within a characteristic spectral decorrelation width of a few nm, therefore allowing
to extract the spectral information separately for each element of the fiber bundle.
Different methods for extraction can be applied, ranging from matrix inversion tech-
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niques (pseudo-inverse or Tikhonov regularization), to compressive sensing and DL.
By training an artificial neural network on a experimental set of speckle patterns,
the ANN can indeed learn to decode the spectrum which is encoded in the speckle
pattern [87]. The DL-based reconstruction is far more noise-tolerant than transmis-
sion matrix approaches [88], and hugely faster in an undersampling configuration in
comparison with compressive sensing techniques [89]. As shown in figure 1.14b, the
concept allows reconstruction rates of several frames per second. It maintains a high
reconstruction fidelity in undersampling conditions and it can be taught robustness
against noise by adding according disturbed data to the training set [87].

1.6 Conclusion and Outlook

In conclusion, in this chapter we have provided an overview of deep-learning appli-
cations in nanophotonics, including ultra-fast physics predictors, inverse design neu-
ral networks and data characterization techniques based on deep ANNs. We put a
particular emphasis on discussing practical aspects concerning these deep learning ap-
plications. For the example of an optical response predictor for individual photonic
nanostructures, we explained how to choose configurations such as the network layout,
the neuron activations or the loss function as well as which representations of the data
are favorable for efficient deep learning. On the single nanostructure, we then demon-
strated inverse design of the geometry based on a deep learning surrogate model as well
as photonics device inverse design using a tandem network. Illustrated by the inverse
design problem of an MMI power splitter, we discussed practical methods to improve
ANN inverse design performance. Finally, we gave a brief overview of nanophotonic
data processing and analysis using deep learning, which we illustrated by two specific
examples, namely deep learning enabled robust readout of nanophotonic information
storage and speckle based hyperspectral imaging through multimode fiber-bundles,
accelerated by deep learning.

The field of deep learning applications in nanophotonics is still young and many
research groups are currently working on the use of machine learning techniques to
solve their open challenges. Data-driven methods offer an entirely new perspective
on many problems, particularly in situations where analytical data analysis fails. In
such cases deep learning can be capable to unveil hidden correlations and physical
phenomena, which emerge only in a statistical picture.

Still, the current excitement around ANN methods sometimes tempts us to disre-
gard the difficulties and dangers associated with deep learning. For instance, the fact
that large amounts of high-quality data are necessary is actually often a major ob-
stacle. Poor data can render deep learning models useless, or in many situations it is
impossible to obtain sufficient amounts of data. In this context, interesting proposi-
tions have been made recently. For instance, it might be possible to use knowledge
migration techniques to access situations where training data is expensive, e.g. to
transfer knowledge which is obtained from relatively low-cost simulations to experi-
mental scenarios where large amounts of data are difficult to collect [90]. Another
example of important limitations of deep learning techniques is the requirement of
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hard-coded geometric models in ANN based inverse design approaches. This imposes
to pre-define the complexity of a configuration prior to data generation and training.
If a geometric model turns out to be unable to fulfill specific inverse design targets,
the computationally highly expensive data generation and training procedure need to
be repeated from scratch. Recent works have started to approach this issue by using
deep learning based knowledge discovery to determine the physical limitations of ge-
ometric models. In nanophotonics this can be done, for instance, by an analysis of a
neural network’s learned compressed representation of structural inputs and of its op-
tical responses [84]. By evaluating in this way the physical feasibility of design targets
for several geometrical models, an assessment of the required structural complexity in
an inverse design problem can be obtained [91]. In conclusion, thanks to the current
immense research interest for those techniques, in the near future many more exciting
results are to be expected.

Abstract

In the past few years, methods of artificial intelligence and in particular deep learn-
ing (DL) have been broadly discussed in the context of nanophotonics and manifold
formerly impossible applications, were unexpectedly enabled thanks to DL. [4]

Probably the most extensively discussed application of deep artificial neural net-
works (ANNs) in nanophotonics is the inverse design of photonic devices and nanos-
tructures [80]. But an abundance of further applications exits, ranging from enhanced
and robust data-processing and “knowledge discovery”, [86] over the ultra-rapid sur-
rogate modeling for the acceleration of physics-simulations, [37] to efficiently solving
experimental inverse problems like sparse data reconstruction. [87]

In this chapter we will discuss selected pioneering applications which are enabled
thanks to DL-based techniques. We provide a critical review of some of the aforemen-
tioned novel possibilities, and we discuss in particular possible pitfalls and weaknesses
that are inherent to the data-driven nature of numerical methods based on ANNs.

Keywords

Nanophotonics inverse design; deep learning; generalized predictor; tandem network;
U-Net; compressive sensing; data storage; hyperspectral imaging
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